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Do you want to go against them? Then be better than them! 
 

 
 

The work success in Bosnia and Herzegovina has a different definition from all other countries. In BiH, 
success is not proportional to the achieved results and the number of realized activities, but it is a rather 
relative and subjective term. This is especially pronounced when it comes to the NGO sector, which should 
be apolitical and neutral, in order to fully achieve its role as a connection between the government and the 
citizens. Apolitical and neutral in non-governmental sector do not exist, and any public reservation from any 
political option means that the certain organization chooses not to be a part of group which has excellent 
cooperation between a large number of NGOs and donors. Not to be a part of that group means losing 
donations, losing support and lack of understanding from other NGOs. The reason behind excellent 
agreement between most of the NGOs and donors lies in the fact that there are no different opinions and 
contradicted attitudes – NGOs are the extended arm of action for the group of political parties. Uniform 
thinking in civil society became a model which guarantees work success in BiH.  
 
A clear issue which arises is in which way can political neutrality represent a problem? In order to answer this 
question, we will have to consider CCD's mission for a moment. CCD's mission is to develop a new model of 
civil society through the debate and culture of dialogue. In debate, one necessary needs contradicted 
attitudes and opinions, with no favoritism to each side, and it is not possible to imagine CCD's effects in a 
group which shares political attitudes. As long as CCD acted only within the educational system and the sole 
participants were young people from BiH – the actions of this organization did not attract much public 
attention. However, when CCD started to implement activities which had a goal to create a constructive 
dialogue between political subjects with different opinions through the means of the debate and culture of 
dialogue, before all through the political debates, CCD had met the first problems. CCD tried to enable 
various opinions to be heard through its neutral approach, to not give priority to any opinion, to not 
characterize certain attitudes as bad in advance, without the proper explanation why they are so. In the 
moment when CCD's action begin to prove that the dialogue is possible between the most various subject, if 
the interlocutor is respected and each claim is argumented, and when such action started to endanger the 
attitude of the majority that it is not needed to discuss anything with those of different opinion, a campaign to 
sabotage the actions of this organization has started.  
  
The donations were denied with quite vague explanations why the certain project proposals were not good 
enough or there were no explanations as all. Former partner organizations, protecting their own position, turn 
their back on further cooperation. Within barely a year there are two physical attacks on CCD's office, and 
the number of verbal threats grows constantly. The implication is clear, that being a civil organization in BiH 
means that everything which comes from a different environment and is opposed to the prevailing opinion 
must necessarily be negative. 
 
And in fight to create positive changes in the society, those who suffered the most were young people, 
debaters. For a second year in a row, BiH will have no representatives in Youth Forum. The reason is lack of 
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financial means for sending the team to this competition. Governments in BiH feel that they should not 
support the actions of the organization which is trying to erase the inter-ethnic borders and barriers or they 
feel that the support should only be given to the participants from a certain entity. Activities which CCD 
implemented successfully for years have lose the financial support of the donors, with explanation that CCD 
suddenly lacks in capacities successfully implement the same activities it implemented for years... By 
denying projects to CCD, the number of activities is decreasing, and with it the number of young people who 
will have the opportunity to be a part of the process which through debate breaks prejudices and barriers. 
And while BiH does not give recognition to the results and success of CCD, debaters who seek work or 
school stipends in other countries surely do. Many of them got the opportunity to live and work in other 
countries around the world thanks to the debate and CCD membership. 
 
„Do you really want to go against them? Then be better than them!“ are lyrics to a song of a very popular 
rapper in the Balkans, Marchello. The fight for creation of positive changes is not an easy one, and it is a fact 
that CCD, debaters and coaches are well aware of. Hardworking debaters and coaches from across BiH, 
despite the fact that they are absent from the most prestigious debate competition for two years, are still 
working very hard and give ideas for promotion of the debate in BiH, which does not require a lot of money. 
They are the best proof of the successfulness of CCD's mission. Each year, several thousands of them from 
different parts of BiH show that the cooperation between entities is not only possible, but necessary for BiH's 
path towards the European integration. CCD's debaters with their knowledge and skills defy all those who 
limit their rights and send a negative picture of BiH to the world for years. There are some improvements in 
the country through the joint work of debaters, coaches and CCD, but they have long years of fight before 
them, in order to show everyone the power of the argument and dialogue in all social spheres. Limitations are 
not an obstacle, but a motive for further action. Through knowledge, arguments and open dialogue against 
those who claim that the other is impossible. It is the only way that fights for creating a true civil society can 
be productive and point the issues and ways of its solution in the current system. Do you want to go against 
them? With knowledge, arguments and open dialogue, without prejudices, go against them.  
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